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Emily Blair

bird bag
to tell the future I rip bones
out of a bird who never did anything to me and launch
them back into the air. cruel
to place it where it belongs
for just as hard as I can throw.
birds omens and ominous
because they bring back
the hidden, like the dog dragging a shaggy deer hank
from an unknown dead buck
from an unknown knoll-hid place
into our once predictable yard
the year I turned six. birds’ beaks return
small wonders as yet manifest: ribbons
and bright petals,
hair clips and shorn sheep wool, but we don’t know sheep.
but here is their body
ripped apart, and a small house made of what’s to come.
an omen, a baby
born with a marked face, the birds
in an uncomfortably familiar formation, the cow born
with two faces, the chicken found in pieces, the chicken
never found at all, but these kept bones
fall in tangle, leg over spine, neck
next to half-beak, always open in surprise, and baby, would you look?
this dead body says
we are lucky,
which means we may not die soon
but if we do, we might enjoy it.
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it will feel like
leaving our bodies behind,
and we’ll bring back beautiful knowing,
having looked into the endless drowning eyes of God,
God a lake and a mountain and a mouth of glacier,
and sweetheart,
come look
at my own contorted body,
leg by neck,
I’m high flying and chain smoking,
broken down
for your divination.
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Alexis Avlamis

Cosmographies
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E. Kristin Anderson

Unsolved We Line Up the Men Like Dominoes and
Watch Them Fall
(after The X-Files)

After all this time I’ll tell you— the lowest common denominator isn’t reached
in an elevator.

It shakes

pens

Consider who the world has so easily dismissed.

pills.

numerical disharmonies

and I shuffle the items in my handbag:

maybe we’re both crazy

fall into your patterns
to choose better?
a profile

but, Scully, you notice it too

how a bruise can be a sign.
I have no choice.

how the dead

Can a person learn

a single equation

a pattern

We all end up on your table,

Some of us just are just more surprised to be there than others.

These stairwells go on forever—
and down—

the sound

We count birthdays and coins and teeth

If we reduce my life to

I will break it.

Doctor Scully.

Consider

the theory of everything my eyelash wish

of the city becoming its own serenade.
and—

pantiliners

swallowed.

to be marked by the devil

still we count the stairs

as we rush down

How improbable the blonde / redhead / brunette
how improbable this impression in the skin.

And I

let my city narrow in on me until I am barely a wandering light on a map but Dana—

we are pieces on a checkerboard
altogether.

I’m getting there.

of concrete and ennui

even when we get up

and walk off the map

And I’ve seen you trapped all night

drawing your gun on the padlocked door

in a maze
three shots

against the claustrophobia that (given the right parameters) drowns us in these spaces.
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There’s no cell signal. Nothing but the hours stretched out ahead— count them.
Shuffle the deck.

Know your karmic number. Throw all the cards out the window

when you finally drive away let the whole game become a living bird to carry faith.
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E. Kristin Anderson

We Cradle the Cracked Open Earth So it Might
Devour Us
(after The X-Files)

I grew to mistrust suburbia—

that strange hinterland where one’s sense

of reality is regularly washed down a storm drain

with autumn leaves and

the neighbor’s garbage tipped over by a family of raccoons.
This isn’t real.

Careful

we pretend.

Plant tulips

muffle the breath of argument with casserole.
streetlights, Scully.

And you see

You don’t even have to look.
is servitude and slaughter.

Remind yourself:
fix the mailbox

You see what happens under

what happens when the lights go out.

Hold your breath but
Compliance saves.

the American Dream

We pave over it fresh

with tar in the Spring.

Scrape the evidence from ceiling fans

Borrow a cup of sugar

or just a cup.

and fall to bless a plastic flamingo

and gutters.

I examine myself in this mirror

bright and ugly on the lawn.

Scully,

we both know how and when to leave and

I know you want to leave right now

with all those obtuse neighbors watching.

I left and now the broken fence

has become aesthetically pleasing and
to whisper secrets.

the holes in the ground

are just a place

I put my hands in the dirt and it’s everything it claims to be.
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Kateryna Bortsova

Magic Bird
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E.B. Schnepp

Jamais Vu
I opened my bed, covers pulled back
and welcomed every creature I was afraid of.
I was twenty-six and alone, feeling forty-six
and alone, feeling eighty-six all the days of my life
tasting ozone, the end of the earth on my tongue—
that’s how you know you’re not long for this world,
when it rises up to meet you,
when the edge of the horizon kisses you with tongue;
is it any wonder I took my communion with the snakes
in those days? Let their scales sleep next to me,
even though I knew when they stretched out,
not for comfort, they were sizing me up.
How many days would it take
to digest me from top to toes?
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Marisa Crane

Negative Space
I wound up on Tinder because I was on a quest to hate as many
people as possible. Everyone on that hell-app apparently loved
adventures, but not a single person clarified what an adventure
might entail. Sky-diving? Finally watching something other than
The Office? Treating me with some semblance of respect?
Every time someone posted a Tinder photo with an exotic
animal, that species went extinct. Or so it seemed. Wiley had
two photos containing animals—one of him kissing a dolphin’s
head and one of him feeding a lion through a fence, so I swiped
right.
I made sure to meet him in a public place and bring my
switchblade.
It didn’t occur to me that he would recognize me.
Perfect Boy can suck it.
“I like you because you’re interesting,” Wiley said about five
minutes into our first beers. He had a combover and a mom
butt. He steadied his shaking hands on his thighs. I hadn’t known
that hipsters had feelings other than self-satisfaction.
“I’m not for sale,” I said, tapping on the bar and ordering a
shot of rum. It was so hot my hair was sticking to my face and I
was having trouble breathing.
“Is it true what they say?”
“For real, I’m not a collectible. I don’t sit well on shelves.
Tush gets sore.”
I pointed down so that he would know where my tush was.
The rum tasted just like rum. I had to pee and I secretly
hoped I’d pee myself.
“I read that you drank his blood,” said Wiley, scratching his
16

fly-infested beard. It’s true, they wouldn’t leave his face alone. So
many tiny poops.
“Where are you keeping the others?” I said, imagining a shelf
full of pretty girls with ugly pasts. I didn’t want to be a spectacle.
Truthfully, I didn’t want to be anything at all.
“Is it weird that I’m not afraid? I’m really not,” he said,
sounding extremely afraid.
I hissed and ordered another shot of rum. He hadn’t touched
his beer. I drank that too.
“I wish you were at the very least gay,” I said.
“What?” His first real question.
“You look like someone who likes WebMD just a little too
much,” I said. Or like someone who’s never been anywhere near
death, I wanted to say.
“Would a gay guy do this?” He shifted back and forth on his
stool in what I think was an attempt to scratch his butt without
using his hand. Admirable. It was the hottest thing I’d seen him
do thus far.
“Something something, followed by something else,” I said. I
wanted him to know I was a fully realized person with thoughts
and feelings and things of that nature. Not just a legend. Or a
myth. Whichever one encompassed revising history until it no
longer resembled history at all. Best that he call me a lie, then.
“I brought you a vial of mine so you could try it. See if you
like it.” He shrugged, biting the skin off his thumb.
I was embarrassed by how sheepish he was acting. As far as
I could tell, I had two choices: I could tell him the truth—that it’s
a hell of a lot easier to let people believe Perfect Boy’s story that
I’m a vampire than it is to tell them about Perfect Boy’s hot beef
breath on my cheek as he held the blade against my throat, his
hard dick pressed into my thigh, that it’s a hell of a lot easier to
let people believe I was the immortal one than to tell them that
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a part of me died that night—or, I could spend the night shrinking and shrinking until I eventually became the negative space
between us. All curve and no spine. The absence instead of the
substance. Something to hate in my own right.
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Stephanie Plummer

Forgetting the Wood
The word macro from far away means that all trees are actually
pencils. This is not true, though. When wood is shattered, it
does not fall into the thin cylinders you held in grade school.
Wood should split, meaning that the pulp, the splinters, the
former tree’s aurora of organic matter are the leftovers of insects
who carved out a life and community within it. If we examine
our memories of biology class, the pulpy textbook had an image.
Ant tunnels winding over themselves. The two-dimensionality
of it flattened your memory of being bitten last summer when
you careened into the most architectural ant bed in your yard.
Tunnels are unlike the mound, unlike the sort of shapeless effort
given to imagining what beetle caused the tree to stop growing
leaves and keep its winter face throughout the summer.
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Manit Chaotragoongit

Space and Subject
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Brian Clifton

Symphonie
Being dead
was appealing—
in popular culture, I mean—
so I twisted my face
into a syllable
and held it. In the dark,
I came to the spot
where a person
begins. I did
my make-up;
I was a vampire.
Four long fingers stretched
into the room. I closed
my eyes. I drifted
away. I didn’t know
I was a vampire.
It brought me down
as lovers do—
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hands and necks
turned to candy,
my pulsing mouth.
I raised
one arm and touched
where I felt the most
deaths occur.
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Mike Corrao

Desert of Boredom
A guide leads two men through the hinterlands. “A small town
along the southern edge.” They approach from the east. Utilizing
certain geomantic techniques. The guide carries a pouch of small
stones on her hip, which she tosses across the sand. Measuring
each path and depression. Noting unusual angles and impacts.
They move in circular patterns. Swirling south towards the
town, slowly and indirectly. Fingers combing through the sand.
Unearthing every shallow artifact. Around a small fire, the two
men introduce themselves as an entomologist and an academic. The academic says that the specialty of his field isn’t of any
particular interest and the entomologist mentions that he hasn’t
seen any insects since their arrival. “Usually beetles or arachnids.” … “The nature of the desert. I feel completely alone.” … “It
has always been this large?” The guide doesn’t listen. She changes the topic to something unimportant. They talk in scattered
phrases as the stew reduces into sludge. “We have an old friend
who lives in the town.” … “How many people are living here?”
The landscape changes three times. Each shift in the weather rearranging the dunes. The geography of the desert mutating each
night into something completely unfamiliar. Structures buried
and unearthed. “Have you been to the town before?” She tells
them that it’s hard to know for sure. That each town looks so
similar to the next. And without names, she would have to see it
to know. She says, “If it’s south of here, we’ll reach it within the
next few days.” The stew thickens. Oozing into the pores of the
pan. The guide drags her spoon across the metal and fills each
bowl. “Only a few days.” The conversation dies down. Loose
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debris glides along the surface of the desert. Shrouded under
darkness. Pulling streams of sand. Uncovering that which was
previously hidden. The entomologist says something off-handedly about collecting samples. He runs his hands through the
sand beside where he is seated. Tracing nondescript shapes.
When the meal is over, the two men crawl into their tents. And
after they’ve fallen asleep, the guide checks their backpacks. In
one, she finds a hand lens, a radio, and a pooter. In the other,
she finds a small metal contraption. With smooth, flat faces and
a single seam bisecting its cubic body. She considers opening it,
but cannot bring herself to do so. What they’ve come here to
do is not her business. She returns the contents of each bag and
crawls back to her tent. In the morning, nothing has changed.
They eat. Feeding on bowls of oatmeal. Their teeth noshing
through tasteless mush. They ask her why she’s here, where she
learned these rituals. But she does not give them an answer. She
says something about introducing new bodies to the desert and
manifested topographies. The subject quickly changes. They
collapse the camp and unpack the stones. They continue south
in the same circular patterns as before. Measuring the geomantic
symbols created in the disheveled sand. “The wind unearths certain artifacts.” Mineraled glimmers protrude from the ground.
Ticking spectred fog. The guide and the two men approach an
obscured mound. Pulled close by the path of the stones. Something slouched across the dune. A corpse washed in sand and
soapstone. Limescale crawls across its face. Seeping into the
mouth and ears. Calcified eyes. Grime unfurling from its fingernails. The exterior of the body has been removed of its moisture.
Becoming something that resembles a cactus. With reservoirs
of water hidden under the surface. Where the arms and legs
have shrunk, and the torso has bloated. Filling with gas and
fluids. The guide squats next to the corpse and drags her knife
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along the sternum. Releasing the stagnant fumes. She takes the
canteens of the two men and lowers them into the pool. Passing
the threshold of iridescent membrane. She fills the containers
and hands them back. The body is removed of its usefulness and
left to fulfill its decay. They traverse the desert another day. And
then rest another night. A fire, tents, scatter of stones. Something comes through the entomologist’s radio.
“A man here is not who he says he is. He calls himself Bataille. But
this cannot be. And now I’m worried that he’s convinced the rest of the
crew that this is true. I don’t blame them. In the spur of the moment, I
wanted to believe him as well. And I did. Then, later that night, I heard
him speaking to someone. He said, ‘I did not construct any of these fantasies or meanings. It is not my name. I’m only borrowing it. A name is
organic, like bacteria it continues to grow and thrive after the body is
dead. And even still after it has attached itself to a new body. There is
a thought, I think, resting at the base of my skull, I need to read more
Eroticism or Visions of Excess. As if I must consume the knowledge
or memories of this name in order to sustain myself. As if words are
nutrients. I don’t know. Maybe I don’t have any control at all. Maybe all of this is the actions of a rogue name. Ha! I could be possessed
and going through the motions like a zombie. I hope not. Maybe my
motivations are not my own. There’s no voice in my head, but I do feel
compelled.’ I don’t know who he was talking to, or how I can remember
these words so vividly. I’ve been repeating them over and over again in
my head. Regardless. I’m transmitting this message because I fear the
intentions of this stranger. I don’t know what he’s been compelled to do.
I’m requesting an investigation into his origins. Our camp is No. 851.”
The transmission replays.
The man who refers to himself as an academic steps away in the
middle of the night. He removes the metal contraption from his
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backpack and slides his fingers along the seam, slowly splitting
open the face. An unfamiliar aura seeps from the inside. Dripping spectral materials onto the ground. The sand around his
feet turning deep red, coagulating like blood. He binds his feet in
torn cloth. Stitching the fibres to his skin. He buries his shoes in
the sand and closes the box. The landscape changes again. Swallowing up the evidence of his brief pilgrimage. “This morning
brings different procedures.” The guide adjusts her techniques.
Rearranging the stones in her pouch and smoothing the edges. Their path becomes more direct. The stones turn circular
movements into stiff lines. They have yet to encounter another person. No towns or camps over the horizon. No creatures
crawling out from their periphery. The desert remains empty.
Pool of objects. Artifacts submerged under the surface. One of
the men mentions a dream from the past night. About passing
through the threshold into the underneath side of the desert.
The mirrored floor. He walks through a library of floating
antiquities. Taking hold of whatever is in reach and examining
the contents. Their movements become hexagonal. “Do you
recognize this area?” She does not. It is not in the nature of the
guide to look for familiarities. Her head angles low. Tracing the
stones from her hand to the ground. Mapping the patterns and
converting their meanings in her head. “Are we close?” … “Are
the stones specific?” They wander closer to the town. Slow and
deliberate. Another night of stew. Black flecks of iron across
their teeth. The guide mentions that they will be there soon. By
the end of the next day or the morning after that. She asks what
they know about the town. If there are places for guests to sleep
and eat. But neither have an answer. They pull the conversation
away. Lingering on the outskirts of the fire. The guide finishes
her meal and reorients her stones.
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“It’s so quiet.” … “My body is crawling inside of itself.” … “I don’t know
what that means.” … “You’re born out of someone else’s ribs.” … “A giant
creature from the cosmos” … “What’s made you feel so empty?” … “I
don’t feel empty.” … “There’s nothing left inside you.” … “It feels like
something is missing, but I don’t know what.” … “Like something horrible has happened, but I can’t remember the details.” … “It is inherited.”
… “Spectral traumas.” … “Without source or context.”
It opens. Clumps of sand coagulate into blackblood. The contraption mangles his body. Reorganizing the positions of his
limbs. The academic no longer resembles himself. Becoming
animal. His head is dressed in a new facade. Jaw agape with teeth
curling over themselves. Gums receding into the bone. His eyes
sink into their sockets as the irises engulf the pupil. Sclera darkening. His skin turns from white to greenbrown. Spine curving
into swaying hunch. He slouches forward. Dragging his limbs as
his chest hovers above the ground. Hair tangles around the bend
of his neck and back. Movement across strata. His silhouette
dances through the shadows of the fire. Further changes in the
landscape. Taller shards protruding from the ground. “Body uncover body.” Neural structures reorient. The entomologist takes
his companion aside. They agree that the metal contraption has
been mishandled. They leave without evidence in the middle
of the night. Blackblood sand coagulating in scattered patches.
Carried under the surface by low winds. In the morning, the
guide collapses the camp. She buries their backpacks in a circle
of stones and continues south towards the town. Guided by the
same ritualistic devices. Her movements become distracted and
aimless. Curving around the peripheries of the town. The stones
pull her to the edge of the horizon. Where the houses become a
mirage. Their materials converted from brick to dust. The guide
finds herself moving in unidentifiable patterns. Constant fits of
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sway and stasis. The desert changes again in the nighttime but
she does not stop to rest. Without subjects she loses the medium
through which she can view herself. Duration carries. Topographies reshape the daytime. Shortening and lengthening shadows.
Her movements become distracted and aimless, but intentionally
so. Wastrel gliding through the sand dunes. “There is no need to
accelerate.” The guide no longer subject to map lines. To journeys. The body of the desert fuses to her own. Limbs burrow
into the deep soil. Breach the underside of the earth. Her skin
coarse with sweat-stuck sand. Eroded hillsides and swirling dust.
The sky lies flat over her head. A pale blue slide projected onto
the ceiling. She drifts through the open space. Curving around
the bend of each distant town. Following stones in no order.
Occupying the desert.
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Elizabeth Joy Levinson

Insufficient Funds
I am sorry I have existed, taken up space, opened my mouth and
spoken or opened my mouth and did not speak. I stepped on a
butterfly. I stepped on a crack. I stepped on concrete. Someone
put concrete down for me to step on. I bought a dress. I did not
buy a dress. I did not make myself beautiful, with painted lips
and laughter. I was unkind. I was a different kind. I was a stereotype. I was the kind of girl who could not hold her horses.
I begged for the horses. I left the horses in the pasture. I left the
horses out in the rain. The horses were on an island and the
shoreline was eroding.
I abandoned the land. I did not have enough boards. I did not
bring enough nails. I left as my toes were getting wet.
I was a good daughter. I sent a check.
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J.E. Crum

The Return of Her Winter Solstice
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Annalee Eagerton

Scylla & Charybdis
They sing of our becoming.
Cradled in a graveyard of bones,
blasts born from blast itself.
We are warped metallic, a tin can
set of lungs melded by an everfraying string flossed between us.
I become stone, let the ships crash
against an unforgiving mouth,
heave pulped skeletons at my feet.
And you, whirlpool, singing ropes
around my ankles, stretching to
clamp your fingers over my lips.
You house sea-drowned versions
of us in your depths, preserve them
in picture frames in salt so thick,
the fakes last years and years
before anyone finds the bodies.
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Monica Marquez Gatica

Heartland at Night
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Erin Grauel

Love Thy Painter
My days in the summer of 2016 were all about working myself
until exhaustion. Even after doing physical labor from sunup to
sundown, I didn’t sleep well. I had moved back to my hometown
of Myrtle Beach, South Carolina, the summer previous after an
eight-year stint in New Orleans. The reasons behind my move
were varied, but it was mostly to help my parents raise my opiate-addicted sister’s children. The culture shock of moving from
a city as liberal as New Orleans to a decidedly more conservative
beach town was expected, but what I didn’t expect was Donald
Trump’s presidential run. And not just that he was running, but
that he was winning.
People in my hometown lauded the angry man spewing vitriol on television and on his decidedly not presidential Twitter
account. He tapped into their fears, stoked them, invented them
in some cases, and then promised it was he and only he who
could fix them. I thought, and I suppose many people thought,
if Hillary Clinton kept making sense, kept being an unflappable
politician, eventually Trump would wear himself out. But as the
summer progressed, it was becoming clear that no matter what
monstrous things he did or said, the man could do no wrong
with his supporters.
I worked as a painter and as a maintenance person that
summer. Most days I wore a baseball cap, paint-covered jeans,
and a t-shirt. It started to feel like maybe I was being stared at, or
more likely scowled at, whenever I was in public. If I stopped in
the grocery store or at a restaurant on the way home from work,
I could feel people double-taking me. Wondering why I dressed
so boyishly. Why my hair was cut so short. I couldn’t decide if it
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was in my head or not until I got a job with my father painting
the interior of a Baptist church. It was then I realized just how
big the culture gap was between me and the rest of my town.
Neither my father nor I are religious, but he got the job
painting the church because my nieces and nephews attended
its daycare. At least once a day Carol, the daycare director and
the woman managing the painting project for the church, would
ask us which church we went to and why didn’t we join theirs.
Dad would lie and say he went to the Methodist church near his
house. I would say I didn’t attend church. This line of questioning was innocuous enough, I suppose, but it didn’t end there. It
seemed every day a wandering Baptist would approach me and
question why I wasn’t fitting into society as they understood it. I
was a single thirty-two-year-old childless woman doing general
labor, and the church folks could not fathom how I could find
happiness in any part of that scenario.
Carol was a short, wide woman with a loud voice. She was
a person who saw something that could be improved in everything. And then would point it out. And then have someone else
fix it. She was a master delegator and appreciated my father’s
ability to carry out her plans without complaint. Her sidekick
was the church’s music director, Jack. He fit the stereotype of
many church music directors—married to a woman and with a
child, but flamboyantly gay acting (effeminate mannerisms and
speech, impeccable dresser, hair coifed, and gelled into a Kenlike pompadour). He was great at picking out paint colors and
envisioning design ideas. He and Carol both took on the project,
not only of redesigning the church, but also of interrogating me
about my life.
On my third day of work, Carol approached me as I
crouched to paint a baseboard in one of the church’s offices.
“Can I ask you something, sweetheart?” she drawled, her
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head cocked to the side as she stared down at me.
“Sure.” I smiled up at her.
“How old are you?”
I held my smile. “Thirty-two.”
“Well. Are you married?”
I laughed. Mostly because I wanted to immediately shout
“I’m gay!” and have the whole conversation end. Instead, my
goofy grin held and I told her no. This was not good enough for
Carol.
“Do you have a boyfriend?” She continued trying to make
her voice sound sweet and soft.
My dad was in the room, and I could feel him cringing. I
considered telling her about my on-again, off-again relationship with a genderqueer experimental theater artist. I had been
sexting with them mere moments before this conversation—
something about wanting to have my whole hand inside them as
soon as possible. But I was afraid my dad might lose the contract
if the church found out his helper was a homo. A homo actively
sending gay texts into the church’s airwaves. I paused and said,
“No, I don’t have a boyfriend.”
“Well, I can’t believe that,” Carol scoffed. “We need to find
you a boyfriend. A good one. Don’t we, Cliff?” she said, looking
to my father who was making a not so stealthy exit.
My dad knows I’m gay, but it’s not something we talk about.
Even if I was straight, it wouldn’t be something we talked about.
He certainly doesn’t discuss relationships with my straight sisters
either. He gave a curt “hmm” and then pulled out his tape measure and pretended there was something he needed to size up in
another room.
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Jack too was very interested in my relationship status.
“You’re single?” he asked me one day. “And you’re how old!
Amber, why?” (He liked to call me Amber even though that
is not my name. I’m not sure why he found it so hilarious to
call me the wrong name. But it was amusing to hear him say
“Aaaammmberrrr” in his thick, effeminate southern drawl, so I
went with it.) My reaction to these questions was a shrug and a
coy smile. I didn’t have it in me to fight back. Gay or straight, the
questions were ridiculous. No one needed to be married anymore. My sexuality was always on the tip of my tongue though.
I wanted to see how they would react to finding out about my
queerness. But then the economics of it would wash over me
and I would remember something in another room that needed
to be re-measured.
One day Jack and Carol approached me as I climbed a ladder
to remove a broken ceiling tile.
“Amber,” Jack started.
“Amber? Why do you call her Amber?” Carol chastised.
“Because. She looks like an Amber.”
“No, she doesn’t. She doesn’t even have red hair.”
“Well I don’t know. Don’t question me. I just do, Carol. She
doesn’t mind. Do you,
Amber?”
“No, I don’t mind,” I said staring down at them, struggling
not to roll my eyes at how little they knew of me. “Call me whatever.”
“See?” Jack said. “Anyway. Amber. How old are you?”
“Thirty-two,” I repeated for the I-don’t-know-how-manyeth
time.
“Oh,” they both said in disappointed unison.
Then Jack continued. “We had someone we wanted to set
you up with. But you’re too old.”
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I wanted to meet the poor, young, inevitably also gay boy
they thought I should date. I didn’t ask more questions though. I
didn’t want to encourage this behavior.
Later that week, Carol confronted my mother about my
singledom as she took my nieces and nephews to the church’s
daycare.
“Kathy,” she said. “Erin is how old? And she’s not married?”
My mom laughed.
“Well, we need to help her,” Carol insisted, “Find her a man.”
My mom’s response was to shrug and say, “Hey, if it ain’t
broke, don’t fix it.”
I liked that response. I didn’t particularly want to be single.
Or in an on-again, off-again relationship with a genderqueer
experimental theater artist who sometimes loved me and sometimes seemed to forget I existed. I did want a partner. Someday,
maybe. Just not on the terms Carol and Jack seemed to think I
needed.
One day, one of the women who worked in the church’s
front office approached my father and me while we were moving furniture out of one of the rooms to be painted.
“Oh, you are so strong,” she said to me as I helped my dad lift
a desk.
I did my typical response. Smile and laugh. I knew this comment was going to lead somewhere uncomfortable. Then she
turned to my father.
“God didn’t bless you with any boys?”
“What?” my father responded.
My father is hard of hearing, but this summer I hoped his
constant asking of people to repeat themselves was a tactic. A
way to make them uncomfortable for asking such nosy and odd
questions.
“A son,” the woman persisted, “You’ve got your girl working
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for you, but God didn’t bless you with boys?”
I wondered if she thought Dad had made me a spinster by
allowing me to work for him.
“I have a son,” my dad said. And then we continued working and ignoring her. I have an older half-brother living in
Maryland who fights addiction and is often unable to work. He
and his current wife often crash with his ex-wife and her new
husband. The church lady’s attempt at finding a more “normal”
arrangement for my father was not working.

I also changed air filters in condos that summer. My mother is
the maintenance manager of a condo rental company and got me
the gig. She also does not fit into traditional gender roles. She
has short hair and dresses boyishly. She can fix and build things
as well as my father. But because she is married to him, she is
allowed to pass. No one asks her questions about her personal
life. Changing air filters was a task that had to be performed
once a month and I always looked forward to filter changing
week because it meant I got a break from working alongside my
father in a stifling church all day. The condo rental company had
approximately three hundred units that needed filters changed.
I drove a large, white work van and hauled boxes of clean filters
into, and then boxes of dirty filters out of, countless high-rise
condos occupied by tourists. I was paid by the filter, so it was
in my interest to get the task done as quickly as possible. I wore
a cap, t-shirt, shorts, sneakers, and a carabiner filled with keys
on my belt. In my rush up and down elevators, back and forth
across streets, in and out of condo units I often felt more thing
than human. A sweaty creature working for money, working to
achieve exhaustion.
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Most of the time when I knocked on condo doors no one
answered. The occupants were down enjoying the beach. I
would use my keys to let myself in, race to the closet where the
air conditioner was, pull out the dusty old filter, throw in the
new one, and jet back out before anyone even knew I was there.
I was always a little afraid entering the condos that someone
would be lurking. I had walked in on more than a few people
napping on the couch or sitting at the kitchen table thinking
they could just ignore the knocking and shouts of “Maintenance!” at their door. It was also always on my mind that someone in the condos might pull a gun on me. These were paranoid
times, and the condos were occupied by anxious people who
watched Fox News all day. This is not hyperbole. In just about
every condo I went into, that’s where the television was tuned.
To a “news” program constantly heralding the end of the world
at the hands of liberals and minorities.
Even after video footage leaked of Donald Trump bragging
about grabbing women by the pussy, his supporters would not
be distracted from their end goal of Trump in the White House.
The day after the video was released, I overheard a man in a
restaurant say loudly and without reservation into his phone of
Hillary Clinton, “They should cut her tongue out, string her up,
and then do worse to her.” I understood why Donald Trump’s
fear tactics were so effective. Because now I was so afraid of
his supporters I was checking my passport expiration dates and
considering buying a Taser. (As an aside, my mom did buy me
a taser for Christmas that year, which I subsequently lost, along
with my vibrator, in a move. I hope whoever found that box was
able to put them both to good use.)
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In one instance, after doing my routine of knocking on the door,
shouting “Maintenance!,” knocking again, shouting again, and
then finally resorting to letting myself in, I was greeted by a family sitting slack-jawed at the kitchen table eating lunch. There
were two women and a few kids. “Oh,” I apologized. “I knocked
and shouted. I’m here to change your air filter.” Then I held up
the air filter. The family continued to stare. The television was
on and I could hear a Fox News anchor bashing Hillary Clinton.
“Okay,” I said, “so I’m just going to change this filter then.”
I turned to go to the AC closet. One of the kids at the table
hopped up and went into the bedroom. As I kneeled to change
the filter, I felt someone looming. It was what the child had
hopped up to fetch. Over me was a man with a mustache and
shaggy hair. I repeated my story about how I had come to be in
his condo while I hurriedly finished changing the filter. I stood
up to face the man who looked about to shake with rage.
“This is unacceptable,” he said
“I’m sorry?” I answered
“No, this is crazy. You can’t just walk in here unannounced.”
I wanted to point out again just how announced my visit
was. Not only because of my yell knock yell knock routine but
also because the renters are told at check-in that someone will be
coming around to change filters.
“I need you to get out of here right now,” he said. “I am not
happy about this. People can’t just come in my house.”
He stood inches from my face. This was the kind of man
who carries a gun, I thought. This is the kind of man who would
have shot me without pause and then blamed me for making
him do it. This was a man living a life of fear and paranoia. This
was a man defending his family from a threat that didn’t exist. I
left the condo, walked to my work van, and decided to quit while
I was alive for the day.
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The next day I was on edge as I began my work changing
filters. I was terrified I would walk in on another ill-prepared
family. At one of the first units I went to, the door was answered
by a young man in a short robe.
“Oh, hi!” he chirped, “I love your top.”
I looked down. I was wearing a navy-blue polo shirt which I
was already sweating through.
“Uh, thanks,” I mumbled. I held up the air filter in my hand.
“Mind if I change your filter?”
“Oh, no! Come on in.” He stepped aside for me. Inside the
floor was littered with bits of rainbow confetti. There was
champagne in a bucket on the table and a banner across one of
the bedroom doors declaring: “Congratulations, Steve.”
“We had a little celebration last night,” the man told me. “My
boyfriend got his doctorate.”
“That’s wonderful!” I gushed.
“Want some champagne?” he offered, raising an eyebrow at
me.
I wanted to say yes. He was the only person who had ever
offered me anything in my rush from condo to condo. I wanted
to spend the morning with him and his doctor boyfriend and
not watch Fox News and not talk about why I didn’t have a
boyfriend.
“I’d love to, but I have to get back to it.”
The man winked at me and said, “Oh, alright then. You have
a good day, sister.”
I wanted to cry and hug him. Instead I walked back out into
the heat and tried to prepare for what might be behind the next
door.
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Examination Question 1: How May the Housewife
Control the Cost of Her Foods?*
For successful results,
in some countries,
though seldom employed
in other occupations,
thrashing is advisable.
Depression also improves
the quality of the flesh.
In view of these broad-leaved
facts, remove any allied ties.
Force constant use of dress
in a certain style of monks
of the monastery of Chartreuse.
The wrong kind of seams
must not be overlooked.

*Found from Woman’s Institute Library of Cookery. Essentials of Cookery:
Cereals, Breads, Hot Breads. Scranton, PA: Woman’s Institute of Domestic Arts
and Sciences, 1928.
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The Great Growing
The thing about Jeanie and Ken’s story was that the part you’d
think would hurt the most—the seeds pushed into pores, the
growth and the harvest—was nothing compared to the heartbreak, and that the surprise of the seeds growing inside them
was nothing compared to the surprise of the heartbreak.
This was in the time of soil as rumor: a sprinkling of dirt on
remote islands; vials kept in government labs; small gardens on
fortified, private properties. But the average person—and Jeanie
and Ken, despite their differences, were, essentially, average—
would never see it, never feel sand between their toes, dirt under
their fingernails. The world was vertical farms with chemical
nutrients, fans swirling the air, computer-driven algorithms
filtering the sun; shredded tire grass; parking, right up to the
ocean, the river, the canyon, for all the cars that could ever need
it; plastics, plastics, plastics. A tidy, neat world no one quite
saw coming, an inexorable, slow march toward a manageable
progress.
Now, Jeanie Lamont is wanted in half a dozen states. In
Georgia, she blew up a parking garage. In Wyoming, she burned
down a lab-grown meat facility. Torched agricultural research
stations in Kansas, Oregon and Iowa. Part of the Rebirth Crü,
trying to bring back traditional ways, searching for a little dirt
somewhere under the wide-paved world.
But when Jeanie met Ken, she was just a young, wild-eyed
beauty, long curly hair to her butt, almond eyes, thick eyebrows,
clunky jewelry she’d pocketed from her grandmother’s house.
Precocious old soul. Her rebellion still locked away in her heart.
Truth be told, she had no business spending a summer with
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Ken―preppy, fresh degree in business management, from a
long line of money-movers―and truth be told, Ken knew it, but
if you’re young and paying attention to obvious truths, you’re
probably doing it wrong. Anyway, they were beautiful and a few
months shy of life’s next fork.
Within a few weeks of meeting at one of those fifty person
strong, rooftop picnics turned parties, jugs of sangria passing
from hand to hand, they tumbled into a summer sublet. Actually
tumbled, the mattress they’d bought doing its unruly twist and
sending them head over heels into the apartment, the mattress
catching Ken’s first bounce, Jeanie catching his second. And they
made love right there, on the new bare mattress, in the partially
furnished apartment, Ken kicking the door shut with his heel. It
was mid-June and hot and they grew slick.

Not long in, on July’s only cool day, Jeanie produced the seeds
from the bottom of one of the two boxes constituting all her
worldly possessions. Ken lay still, face down, up for adventure,
and Jeanie straddled him. Later, after some leaked photos turned
Jeanie and Ken into a brief tabloid sensation, the only people
who couldn’t get over it were the people who had never been
young and in love and ready to try any new thing under the sun.
“Where did you even find seeds?” Ken said, saying seeds like
what they were, a corporate commodity untouched by commoners. Regulated and restricted. Dangerous in the wrong hands.
“Here’s a story,” Jeanie said, pushing arugula seeds into Ken’s
back. “My grandmother, when she was a little girl, once won a
cow-milking competition.” Which wasn’t a direct answer but
was the kind Ken had come to expect of Jeanie—swirling around
the question, poking at it, wondering if it might be related to
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something more interesting, something worth telling a story
about.
“Said you just had to get into the rhythm of the thing. Her
dad used to listen to classical music on an old record player, and
she had a favorite symphony she played in her head when she
was milking, to keep her pace steady.”
She moved on from the arugula to rub tiny strawberry seeds
into his hamstrings. Then onions into his arms, spinach into his
calves, cabbage in his belly and kale into his chest. When she
was finished slowly massaging everything into Ken’s body, they
switched, and he repaid the favor. A seed-pressing thumb to
each nob of spine, a cabbage seed palm-rub to her belly, tickling
fingers sowing seeds up and down her leg.
They soaked in the tub all afternoon, pruning up, until they
figured the seeds were sufficiently nourished, then Jeanie took
Ken’s hand and they went to the rooftop, where they more or
less stayed for the remainder of the summer, or forever, depending on how you look at it.

For the first week, the seeds did nothing but dream. The dreaming is always skipped over in lessons on life’s first days, but it’s
there, essential, a seed considering its possibilities, what it might
care to grow into, if it cares to grow at all. Ken and Jeanie’s
seeds, awakened after a long slumber by an altogether different
nourishing, dreamed of second chances.
While the seeds dreamt, Jeanie and Ken enjoyed themselves.
Jeanie hummed “The Blue Danube” and they waltzed across the
hot rooftop, quickly so as not to blister their toes, laughing, their
feet black with the roof’s accumulated soot. They had picnics, lying down on towels with sandwiches on their chests, cold beers
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nestled between their legs.
They did not dream, only lived and loved in the waking
present.
Ken spent an entire day perched near the edge of the roof,
watching the world and its people below. The sublet was on a
quiet street, but the occasional car hummed by below. A boy
spent a solid hour throwing a bouncy ball off his front steps then
exploding in his frenzied attempts to catch it. A tabby cat and a
small white dog sniffed each other and went their quiet, separate
ways. A glinting rooftop solar array rotated to follow the sun. A
drone zipped down the street, dropped a package, then zipped
away.
“I could be out there,” Ken said, when Jeanie joined him. She
wasn’t sure which way he meant it—something to run from or
toward. She ran a slow finger from his foot to his head, nestled
herself into his gaze.
At night the multitude of scrubbers overhead looked like
shifting constellations.
The sun rose then set, rose then set, and the seeds dreamt
themselves to life.

Then, on a quiet Sunday morning, like dozens of little explosions, the seeds cracked their shells and sent exploratory tendrils
out into the great unknown.
Jeanie felt them first. It was, in fact, this moment which
ruined her on the whole endeavor, which stayed with her till
the end, its sweetness needling her, until she realized what she
needed was to feel it a million times over. But that morning, as
they woke her up, she initially mistook their tickling probe for
the first rays of the rising sun on her skin. But a moment more
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and it was obvious what was happening.
“Wake up,” she whispered.
Ken woke. Crackling life erupted throughout his innards
and he knew he was alive in a new way, which was the second
time the sensation had washed over him in as many weeks.
“Lie down,” Jeanie whispered and they stayed that way as the
sun washed over them and they soaked it in, intently, calling the
warmth to them and into them, spreading themselves wide with
new-found purpose. Planes flew overhead and the city honked
and hollered and heckled. A crow landed only a few feet away
and stared for the longest time. They were so still, so focused.
It hopped closer once more and Jeanie raised a hand and it flew
away.
When the sun went down, they made love, thinking the
new life inside of them needed love too. They weren’t wrong.

A few days passed before the seeds decided to show themselves
to the outside world. Two thin spinach leaves made the first
tentative break with the warm and safe interior of Ken’s right
calf, tickling as they grew.
“Quit giggling,” Jeanie said, lying on her belly, her nose nearly touching the leaves protruding from Ken’s leg.
“Oh man, oh man, oh man,” Ken said.
And so the two lovers grew. Lettuce sprouted from Jeanie’s
belly, strawberries from Ken’s legs. Sometimes a seedling would
pop forth from a place they hadn’t even planted it–kale in the
middle of a burgeoning field of spinach–carried there by the
currents running through their bodies. They understood themselves to be rivers and fields.
One day, a bird shat right on Jeanie’s butt, where a dense
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patch of onions was busy settling in. They laughed and laughed.
They thought they could nurture the seedlings with their laughter. They weren’t wrong.

One day Jeanie stood and, the growth swaying from her tanned
body, ran down the stairs and came back with crusty tubes of
paint and a cup full of old brushes and newly murky water.
She spent the rest of the day painting fruits and vegetables
on the side of the stairway door entrance. A sort of self-portrait;
a harvesting of self. She wasn’t much of an artist—her strawberries looked like daggers, her cabbage like strange planets—but
the rainbows arching over the scene were masterpieces.
“Did you ever paint a cave?” she said.
“No?” Ken said.
“We used to paint these caves on the edge of town. We
painted an entire cave green once. We’d just sit in there for
hours, in the green, until the sun set. Really, they were just hollows in the sandstone bluffs, but they felt mysterious to us. Older
than the world. We’d scrape at the walls until we had little dust
piles, then we’d scoop them up and blow the dust out over town.
Our pathetic rebellion.”
“Such a rabble-rouser,” Ken said.
Jeanie walked over to where he lay on the roof and stood
above him, her growth casting him in wavering, dappled shadow.
“Don’t move,” she said, and brought the brush to Ken’s
chest, where, taking care to avoid his vegetation, she painted an
entire forest: pine trees, a meandering creek, a meadow dotted
with wildflowers. Then she returned to admire her original
work. Holding the paintbrush in her mouth, she made a frame
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of her hands. After a moment, she plucked the brush from her
mouth and returned to the wall where, in thick, green lettering,
the paint trickling down the seams of the brick and mortar, she
wrote, “The Great Growing.” It felt true, but it wasn’t enough.

The days grew lazier. There was a new weight to the summer,
and it was inside of them. Ken spent hours watching a colony of
ants attempt to build a home in the crack in the roof’s tarpaper.
They carried bits of rock and even, in the hands of one resilient
little creature, a tiny piece of glass.
“My first memory,” he said, “is of an ant farm breaking in the
living room, my mom screaming, ants everywhere.”
Jeanie ran her hands over the leaves of her belly, the lettuce
curling in on itself.
“My grandmother didn’t remember anything before she
died,” Jeanie says. “My mother said her memories were in the
soil and the soil was all paved over.”
Later, when the summer was nearing its end, neither of
them would remember these small moments. It might have
lessened the hurt, if they had, or it might have made it worse.
Memories are a fickle thing. Like seeds, they have their private
dream lives too.

The roots under their skin grew increasingly pronounced. Jeanie
and Ken, running their fingers through the leaves and fruit
of their bodies, could feel them, as if their veins had suddenly
doubled in size. Their skin became tougher, tauter as it stretched
to accommodate the new life. They looked, day by day, more like
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soil.

The summer became sluggish. Ken and Jeanie’s energy
increasingly went to their seeds and not each other. Lovemaking seemed selfish and impossible anyway. But the days also felt
good, mature, to be putting another life ahead of their own. Ken
reached out his lettuce-laden hand and Jeanie grasped it and a
host of different possible worlds flowed between them.
Possibilities have never been endless⎯to all things their finite
time⎯but tell that to young, stubborn love, and you’d be wrong.

In late August, with their bodies almost too much to move, Ken
caught a glimpse of reflected sunlight off a neighboring roof. It
was an exceptionally hot day and he was achy and tired, but he
propped himself up on an elbow and squinted in the direction
of the reflected light and was able to just make out the figure of
a man lying down, a camera lens pointed in their direction. Ken
didn’t mention it. He didn’t want to share Jeanie, didn’t want her
to remember the world.
A few days later, a young man in a blazer and tie burst onto
the rooftop.
“Holy hell,” the man said, looking down at Jeanie and Ken
and their growth.
“Hi Charlie,” Ken said. “Jeanie, this is my brother, Charlie.”
“Charmed,” Jeanie said.
“Get up,” Charlie said, averting his eyes. Charlie, the older
brother Ken had always followed, trailed. Dependable, dapper
Charlie.
“I’m a little occupied,” Ken said, feeling bold and disoriented
all at once, the world coming suddenly back to him.
“You have any idea how much time I’ve spent making sure
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Dad doesn’t get wind of this? I hired a private investigator, Ken.
You went incommunicado on us.”
“He’s communicating on a different level now,” Jeanie said.
She hoped.
Charlie took a few hesitant steps toward Ken, but when
Ken shifted, his brother jumped back, as though Ken were some
lethal green force.
“This is disgusting,” he said. “Get whatever the hell this is
out of your system. And quick.”
And then he was gone and that was it for visitors. Jeanie
reached out and stroked the kale protruding from Ken’s chest. A
test he had passed, surprising her.
“My brave farmer,” she said, although Ken felt something
other than brave.
He tried to push aside the encounter and found he couldn’t,
so instead he let it sit and it churned inside him until the roots
pierced it and broke it apart and in this way he allowed his fear
and uncertainty to feed his garden.

It got difficult. It hadn’t been easy for a while, but as the sun beat
down and the plants took from it what they needed, they grew
increasingly large and abundant and it became near impossible
to move. It became tricky to remember the objective, to recall
the idea behind this rooftop summer. That there never was a
plan seemed impossible, after so much growth, so much given. They had meant something by all of this, a beautiful thing.
Something about dreaming and love and youth, but the details
remained indistinct. Their skin stretched painfully taut. The
roots were veins on top of veins. When did the summer start
and when did it end? Where did they end and their growth be-
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gin? Were their bodies to be eaten and if so, by whom?
“We could plant ourselves,” Jeanie said one day. What she
wanted was more, of what she wasn’t sure. When Ken didn’t
reply, she shifted to see that his eyes were closed, and that the
cabbage patch of his belly gently rose and fell and she didn’t
wake him.

On a humid August afternoon, the sky finally opened and it
poured and poured. Lightning cut the air and thunder shook its
ragged edges. Ken hauled out an old tarp from under a pile of
bricks in the corner and together they huddled under it while
the storm raged around them and rain pooled on the roof.
“But the plants need water,” Jeanie said. She stuck a foot,
laden with strawberry runners and hard, green fruits, into the
deluge. Then she ducked out from under the tarp altogether. It
was such a quick and fluid motion, after weeks of immobility,
but if it was difficult or painful, she didn’t show it. Ken held up a
corner of the tarp and he watched Jeanie dance in the rain. Her
long hair was plastered against her neck, before it disappeared
in a tangled mess amongst the plants cascading down her back
and butt, their roots wrapped around her spine. Her breasts, and
the kale growing from them, swayed as she moved. She threw
her hands up and she looked wild, prehistoric. Her skin was dark
and taut, as though she had pulled it tight against her bones and
pinned it there. Lightning split the world and thunder clapped
and Ken was aroused, and remembered desire, but still he stayed
under the tarp and watched. Even now, timid and uncertain in
this unknown world. Then, embarrassed at his timidity, he felt
like a cowardly voyeur.
Jeanie felt his staying put as a betrayal. She craved action, to
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break free from the prison of her body. But Ken, under the tarp,
sitting in a growing puddle, lush with green, looked so pitiful
that she held her tongue. And she danced.
		
It was on the final, blistering day of August, in the morning,
when it was only unbearable and not yet impossible, that Ken
pulled himself upright and took his first steps in weeks. He believed he needed to, to be human and not some other thing.
Jeanie watched him go, wondering if maybe he was leaving,
if this was his end. She knew he would leave her, had known it
for some time. He had resisted, but she knew how strong the
pull of his old life must be. He had another world to get back to,
an easier one, with rules and guidelines and brushed-aside history. She resented him for it, but only gently.
Ken took slow, staggering steps toward the roof’s edge. But
as he walked past the stairway entrance, he glanced at Jeanie’s
mural. The paint was cracked and flaking and little bits of it collected on the roof. The vegetation appeared sickly and shriveled.
The mural looked like a warning gone unheeded.
The summer was coming to an end, with no end in sight.

All living things crave in order to continue their living. But for
some time now, humans of a certain persuasion have craved
over-much and the two humans growing rapidly inhuman on
the rooftop were no exception. It was why—give a little, take a
little—they were on the rooftop in the first place. But the seeds
sustaining themselves on Ken and Jeanie also craved over-much
and it was this robust wanting that led their roots deeper and
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farther until one day Jeanie and Ken felt the tickle of tiny tendrils exploring the slender innards of their throats.
In short order, conversation, already sparse, grew unbearable. Their breathing turned raspy as the air worked its way
through the thickening bramble of roots, the roots ceasing to
even belong to separate distinct plants, but rather gathered up all
together into one, singular thing.
Jeanie and Ken were no longer really Jeanie and Ken. It’s
tempting to assign some power to the plants here, some control,
but control was not in that summer’s cards.
Ken tried to tell Jeanie things with his eyes, but he was never much for the subtleties of non-verbal expression and, besides,
he was tired, so tired.
“I love you,” he finally said, but the roots twining in his
throat rendered it a croaked threat. Jeanie, for her part, answered with an expression, the kind not all people are born with
the ability to convey, of pure devastation that only later did Ken
understand was as much for him as it was for her.

Not long after, Ken woke to the sound of strangled sobbing and
something wet on his cheeks. The full moon hung bright in a
cloudless sky and in its light he made out the figure of Jeanie
next to him, sitting upright, pulling at herself and crying.
With a sickening pop her hands flung in front of her face
and a head of cabbage trailing its dripping roots was contained
within her grasp. Ken wiped at his face and the back of his hand
came away smeared red. Jeanie’s growth swayed in the moonlight and she grabbed a handful of leaves from her chest and
pulled until they too popped out, slick with her blood, as though
she was tearing out the tubes her creator had installed to bring
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her to life. And who’s to say that wasn’t what was happening, or
that we don’t all come alive at different points in different ways.
Ken threw a heavy arm onto Jeanie’s thigh, but she stepped
away and continued to pluck at her body. She was confused and
furious and hurt. She had been so sure of her commitment, but
here was Ken, outlasting her. She was giving up, but giving up
on what she couldn’t tell. It felt important and futile. A mound
of vegetation grew between her legs. As she cleared a patch, Ken
could see dark splotches in her skin. He loved that skin. It had
been so long since he’d really seen it.
Then Jeanie bent her arms toward her back and, as though
drawing a weapon, grasped at the top of her spine and, whimpering, pulled the vegetation from it, the roots clutching at her
vertebrae causing her to arch her back in pain until they eventually snapped and stayed inside her, wrapped like a second spine
around the original.
Ken watched, frozen, entranced. And when Jeanie had
pulled most of the vegetation from her body, she looked around
her, at the plethora of food piled there.
“This isn’t how I need to do it,” she said, her voice, even
freed of its roots, raw and scratchy with disuse. Her eyes were
wide and reflective. She was, for the first time all summer,
dreaming bigger for herself.
She stood up and little pieces of green fell from her. Standing there in the moonlight, she looked transformed. Her skin,
free of its growth, of its inter-plenty, sagged off her bones. She
looked ancient, exhausted, crazy.
“It shouldn’t hurt this much,” she said. “There has to be a
better way.”
Then she left.
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It’s hard to say what happened to Ken. Of Jeanie, we have the
burned husks of labs and facilities and the occasional blurry
security footage. But for Ken all we have is speculation and
conjecture.
Maybe Ken’s brother found his body in late September,
when he went to fetch him from the roof, to tell him it was time
to quit playing love-struck farmer and return to the world as it
was. Ken would have been overgrown and much of the vegetation would have gone to seed. It was perhaps a blustery day and
as Charlie stood weeping over his little brother, maybe a gust
blew through and stole a few of Ken’s new seeds and sent them
out over the city, to dream and to wait.
Or maybe Ken held on for three days hoping for Jeanie to
come back, to tell him what to do next, to love him anew. Possibly, he thought he was being tested, that here was his chance
to prove his devotion. But by the fourth day, he wanted her
to come back just so he could remind her this had all been her
idea, that she had pressed the first seeds into his pores. On the
fifth day, maybe he plucked a strawberry plant from his calf and
within half an hour, he was bloodied but vegetation-free. The
forest painting would still have been there on his chest, flaked
and cracked like a perfect chronicle of the summer. His body
would have looked like something that could no longer exist,
like something that had twisted its way through the earth and
into being. Maybe he stood up and walked to the roof’s edge,
where he stared out on a world paved and loveless.
Or maybe Jeanie and Ken had secret admirers, who came
together in chat rooms and message boards, who traded the
grainy, private-eye photos of that long ago summer. Maybe as
certain eagle-eyed devotees poured over security footage, hazy
with chemical smoke or the particulates of a just-imploded
building, they noticed that Jeanie, in her pursuits to expose the
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world again to its soft, soily underbelly, had a steady, recognizable accomplice, a man who joined her on each daring mission
and who was ready to join her forever more.
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Little Sister Avraham
אחות לנו קטנה
ושדים אין לה
מה נעשה לאחתנו
ביום שידבר בה

“We have a little sister
and she has no breasts.
What shall we do for our sister
the day she is spoken for?”

We are taught that Avraham the Patriarch
was like our little sister
who did not yet have breasts
Or maybe who never would
All bodies are mistranslated prophecies
Who really has all the parts
they planned for
This Avraham sheds the scaly desert evenings
grinding down his blackest flint to a surgeon’s edge
This Avraham
skirts up
with that heavy-handled black blade
hostage-style
on his own upper thigh
shouting down the air’s hot voices
to save a few lecherous souls
This Avraham serving curried goat
to three strange turbaned men in his tent
smiling all the way
through the itch that never leaves his chest
all day scratching
the soft fat under his nipples
too hard he bleeds an ingrown pore
too gentle and there’s no relief never any relief
even as he’s
face to face with his god
too nervous to say
I’ll do all you ask
but first a deal
I’ll follow your invisible back
from Egypt to Ur
I’ll smash my father’s idols
burn the temples of his faith
but
I want two gifts in return
The perfect breasts the two that always
haunted me
faithful and gravid
weighed down and tipped up
veined through
with limbic pinks and purples
earthen brown
fearless breasts
And don’t call me petty until I’ve paid your price
I will lead the nation to your promised land with a twice-shaved face
in my poorest woolen robe
unadorned
but for a deep cut V
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Socks
Driving home again. Not to the place that i live, but to the
place that I come from. That drive never changes. Whether
coming down Highway 401 from the east or driving up from
the west, it’s always the same drive past the same small Ontario
towns. Sometimes I feel like I have a cord attached to me, and
no matter where I choose to live and work, it always pulls me
back to that place that I started from. Sometimes I’m relieved to
go, like when nothing in the world seems fair and I just want to
drop everything and retreat. Other times, I don’t want to go but
I can’t keep putting off my mother’s requests for a visit. Either
way, I reach a point where I just pack up and go. The cord that
attaches me to that place tightens, and I snap back like someone
flicked the switch on the tape measure, and I am reeled back
along the highway until I’m home.
It’s a lonely drive. There’s way too much time for my
thoughts, which eventually turn toward my ex. I haven’t seen
her in more than two years, and it still seems strange to be driving back without her.
Remember when we left home? You and I packed up that
beat-up blue car that was leaking oil. We had all our belongings,
two cats on tranquilizers, and a CAA membership for security.
We said good-bye to my family in the parking lot of my sister’s apartment building and then got on the road for B.C. We
stayed in a different town each night. Remember when we got
to Brandon? We finally worked up enough courage to ask the
hotel clerk for a single room instead of acting like we were just
friends looking for a double. We’d usually rough up the sheets
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in the second bed each night so the cleaning staff would think
we’d used it. We were so scared of anybody finding out that we
weren’t just friends. But in Brandon, we said what the hell! This
teenage hotel clerk with his pimply face and skinny arms was
never going to see us again. Let’s just do it. We went right up to
the counter and asked for a single room. It was exhilarating. The
clerk looked up from his magazine and said there were no single
rooms left. I looked at you, wondering what to do next, but
you looked wilted. The clerk said he’d give us a double and only
charge us for a single since we wouldn’t need the second bed, but
he said “second bed” with such glaring distaste we couldn’t tell if
he was disgusted that we were two dykes wanting to share a bed,
or if he thought we wanted to cheat him out of paying for that
second bed. Whatever! We took the keys and the great rate. The
next morning, we left the room without ruffling up the sheets in
the other bed. We thought we were so brave back then.
I’ve been living in Ottawa—alone—as a transman for a couple of years now, going back to university to finish my degree.
It took a long time for the hormones to change me enough
that I could pass as a boy without getting too many doubletakes
from my profs. I spent most of my first year skipping classes and
hiding out in the library reading books. My parents don’t know
about any of this yet. I go home in girl-mode, and they don’t ask
why my hair is so short now.
Actually, I’ve been timing these trips for when my hair is at
its longest and due for a cut. It used to be disappointing that I
could still pull off girl-mode, but girl-mode is getting harder and
harder. I don’t think anyone believes it when they see me now,
at least not anyone except my family.
Last fall, an incident at the neighborhood post office and
convenience store made me realize that my parents still had no
idea what was going on.
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My mom and I stopped to pick up the mail. I waited in the
car while she went in. The guy who ran the store was a bornagain Christian, ex-drug dealer (we were never too sure about
the “ex” part) who homeschooled his kids and told them that
they were God’s chosen something-or-other and left his wife to
mop up all the messes and apologize for everything. Of course,
I’d never step foot in a place like that on principle, but it was the
only place to buy a pack of smokes within 20 miles.
The changes to my body were becoming too difficult to
hide, and the hormones were starting to drop my voice. I’d go in
and ask for my Du Maurier Special Milds, and he’d tilt his head
and look at me like he was trying to sort things out.
I was sitting there in the car waiting for my mom when she
burst out the door with a handful of mail. As she stomped to
the car, he came rushing out after her, ranting about God and
hell. My mom turned back and shouted that he should know all
about hell, since he was on his way there himself. My mom got
into the car, and he hollered back, “Your daughter’s a freak and
everybody knows it!”
Mom looked like she was going to get out of the car and go
in for another round, but I grabbed her arm.
“Mom, don’t. Let’s just go.”
Mom nodded, then started up the car. We drove away in
silence.
I was afraid she would ask me what the guy was talking
about, afraid that this might be the lead-in to a difficult conversation that I wasn’t prepared to have at that particular moment.
A couple days later, I overheard her on the phone telling my
aunt about it, puzzling over why the guy had called my sister a
freak. My sister? I was confused. Didn’t she know that I was the
freak? How could she not see it? I felt relieved and crushed.
It’s a three-hour trip to get to my parents’ house in Prince
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Edward County. Past Brockville, I pull into the service center for
gas, coffee, and a chance to use the bathroom.
It’s fairly busy in the men’s room, so I keep my eyes down
and go straight to the first stall that looks empty. The floor is
sticky. Men’s room floors are always sticky. Nobody told me this
before transition.
After lining the seat with half a roll of toilet paper, I sit
down. That’s when I remember that the ball of socks isn’t
securely pinned into my underwear. The socks flip into the air
and arc across the stall onto the floor beside me, rolling an inch
beyond the boundary of my stall and into my neighbor’s.
Shit.
A strained whimpering sound escapes my throat, as I reflexively grasp for the socks even though it’s way too late for that
sort of heroic save.
The guy next door makes a grunting, huffing sound and
gently nudges my rolled-up socks back over to my side with
his foot. I appreciate his kindness and discretion, camouflaged
behind the caveman-grunting performance.
Good thing it was just a ball of socks, I tell myself. Imagine if
I had used a realistic prosthetic?
Pulling out of the service center, I can’t help but laugh out
loud. Feels like I’m making a getaway after a crime. For a moment, I wish I had a convertible like Thelma and Louise.
At Belleville, I pull off the 401. I remember this town. Too
well. I went to high school here. They used to bus all of us kids
in from the county. I always drive straight through and never
stop. Looking out the window at the grubby locals gathered in
the parking lot outside the pizza place, I wonder if I know any of
them.
As much as I cringe going through this town, this is also the
place where I met you, isn’t it? Grade nine gym class. We were
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in the changing room. You were on the bench at the opposite
side of the room. Your white undershirt had a little white ribbon
on the neckline, and you wore a chain around your neck with a
boy’s school ring on it. I looked down at my hands, feeling clumsy and rough. I didn’t think you would ever talk to someone like
me, and I couldn’t understand why my heart was racing, though
I swear I looked away when you undressed.
Here I am now, at 32, alone, looking like a teenage boy with
my voice changing, and starting-all-over-again again.
We had so many starts, didn’t we? I don’t even remember
when our FIRST time was. So many times we started and one
of us said we had to stop. And then one night one of us—and
I don’t remember which one of us it was—asked, “Why do we
have to stop?” And then halfway through kisses on necks and
hands timidly reaching up under blouses, the other one said,
“Let’s not stop, ok?”
When I finally get though Belleville and reach the bridge
over the bay, I let out my breath and roll down the windows to
take in the cool air rising off the water. I am almost home.
On the last side road, three minutes from home, it’s time
to make the switch. I can’t avoid it any longer. I flip down the
mirror and take a look. I do look like a boy. I smile. I pull off my
ball cap and fluff up my hair as much as possible. There’s stubble on my chin even though I shaved so closely this morning.
My clothes are baggy and non-specific. My chest is flat, thanks
to surgery. I used my student loan money to pay for surgery
last year and have been living on peanut butter and apples ever
since, but it was worth it.
I see a truck coming in the rear-view mirror, so I stop what
I’m doing and grab the wheel with both hands. There’s no need
to attract the attention of a redneck.
Remember when we’d drive back from the beach together
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holding hands? You’d be car-dancing and bopping around to the
music. I’d glance over as often as I could just to look at you. Your
skin still rosy from the day of sun, you’d bite your lip and crinkle
your nose before blowing me a kiss. You were so hot and you
knew it. Whenever a truck was setting up to pass us, we’d let go
of each other’s hands fast. It never worked out well for us when
some young guy with a truck came around, did it?
The truck moves on, and I get back to work. I pull the ball of
socks out of my pants and separate them. Getting dressed earlier
this morning, I purposely did not pin the ball of socks into my
underwear so I wouldn’t have to struggle with the pin while
driving. It seemed like fine forethought on my part, but I am
still traumatized by dropping the socks in the men’s room. I may
need a better plan next time. I rummage through the gym bag on
the passenger seat and pull out a bra. I manage to worm my way
into it without taking off my shirt completely or driving into the
ditch. I shove one sock in each cup. It takes a fair bit of fumbling
to get them to look symmetrical and moderately convincing, but
I am running out of road. I am almost home.
When I was young, my mom would pull out a pair of my
dad’s old work socks every time I or one of my brothers or
sisters got sick. Even if we didn’t have a sore throat, mom would
pull out one of those old woolen socks from my dad’s top drawer
and pin it around our necks before we knew what was happening. Maybe we didn’t have a sore throat yet, but she predicted
that one was on the way. And if we didn’t have a scratchy throat
the next day, she would proclaim that it was the socks that did
the trick. Nothing like socks to get you through.
In the end, who knew how easy it was to switch genders?
Cut my hair a certain way, walk a certain way, dress a certain
way, and stuff a pair of socks in my pants. A pair of socks? Hell, I
had a whole drawer full of socks when I was with you.
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You said you didn’t want to be a lesbian. This wasn’t the life
you wanted. I keep wondering whether it would have made a
difference if I had transitioned a long time ago. Sure, it wouldn’t
have made a difference to your family. They would have kept
trying to make our lives hell, but would you have been any happier if hotel clerks thought I was a cisboy and we weren’t queer?
I reach my parents’ driveway. The nerves lock in my throat.
Switching genders is one thing, but telling my parents is turning
out to be the harder part. Instinctively, I reach for your hand.
It’s taken me a long time to forgive you. How could you say
you loved me more than anything, but that love didn’t matter in
the real world? What am I supposed to do with that? How could
you believe it? It’s like you just gave up because of your family.
But look at me. I’m coming down my parents’ driveway with
lopsided socks stuffed in a bra. I don’t really pass as a girl anymore. I look ridiculous.
My hands tremble, clutching the wheel. That cord that pulls
me home feels more like the cord that tethers an astronaut,
alone in the cold deep space, to his ship. I’m scared to really tug
on that cord in case I find out that I’m not really attached.
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Memory As Dissolution
I worry about my elbows—
funny bone terror
& the way every thing
has a face:
the plum, the vase, the mat.
Pretend you are irrefutable
& open your mouth to the salt—
The pumpkins still are growing:
I hear their wheels.
I smell their rot.
Once, I scraped my way up a tree
& knew what it was to plunge.
Once, I laid my ear upon the hive
& knew what it was to tremble.
They don’t tell you this:
Death is quiet
before it is loud—
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all curdling tongues,
speaking just for the noise of it.
It’s spring again
& I am only honest to the linen.
How little you know your own twin
& his little box of trinkets beneath the stairs.
I dreamed up my childhood.
So did you.
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Nick Knebel

beast
1. lawn party / whiskey afternoon / we were
sure about a few things / too many people /
small fire in back / cocktail straws
clean cuts + small wounds
so many ways to die
dying seemed old. something new. over, again
hilltop, small disasters snakes through grass
2. too many possibilities / we were / hasty –
rustling movements, needy / knees
scraped in dirt, each movement closer to
fact of his pulse
kissing on all fours was haze of sun beat stone
eyes upwards, could you find me a mirror, dear?
wasn’t until after felt / loss had slipped into the maps
pointed north when we walked on, wrong direction,
dirty windows of storefronts reflecting ourselves to ourselves
tight lipped and trembling
(they say nothing is wasted
or everything is)
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3. imagine this, over, again
chasing disasters from
hilltop, little fires everywhere
burning ground
before water, cracked foundation
trying to seal itself whole, stitches into interims
we were just boys with hands, cocktail straws, scraped knees
at the end, wanted to tell you
sorry about the blood in your mouth
unable to speak, still
wish it was mine.
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Solace
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Jessica Poli

Birth
In the winter I walked the desert, tending to every small animal I came across.
I’d been slowly forgetting words. After a hundred miles I found a crater, and
at the bottom of it a dozen mirrors, all in various degrees of warp and cloud.
I looked into each of them and practiced saying things: strawbelly. Thunderwood.
Barnfather. The word for the kind of weather that’s like milk but clearer—
what was that. I would plant seeds at the center, I decided, and as they grew
they would dutifully tell me their names. But at night I dreamed that where
the seeds were sown, tufts of hair sprouted from the soil; then crowns of
blood-slick heads, neatly erupting in rows. Eventually the crater filled with a
chorus of wordless squeals as I ran along the rows, watering the dozen babies
I’d born.
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Dream of the Tako
Awareness begins with the current. The current emanates
from some place below, thrumming through emptiness, sending
a tingle along every millimeter of skin. This feeling is literally
everything. All of existence is skin, sensation, touch.
The current flows into steady waves that become definite
objects: a flat surface, and gas, and floating particles. Air. The last
thing is air. And the surface is like ground, except not, because it
is above the ground. The surface is a table. The rest takes form –
two people standing over it; a room with walls and counters and
sinks; a rack on wheels, holding electronics; a glass bottle filled
with liquid, sitting beside a cup grubby with fingerprints; and it,
its very self, lying on that table. It has a round central body, eight
arms, a deep and narrow mouth.
And a painful pinching at the ends of two arms.
It tries to pull the arms up to the safety of its body. Nothing
changes. The more it wakes, the more the pain grows, but the
arms remain limp.
It can’t move.
The people start talking. Hints in the current separate the
two of them along distinct gender lines.
“It’s not working,” the woman says.
“How many seconds has it been?” the man says.
“It should be kicking at the clamps by now.”
It wants to kick, it is kicking. Or it should be. But it can’t. It
can only feel the hot pressure, like the tips of its limbs are slowly
being sheared off.
“Look at the arms. They’re not taut.”
“What if we give it a second.”
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“Suit yourself. I’m getting the next.” The woman leaves the
room.
“Shit.” The man detaches the clamps, and the feeling is stupendous. If it could, it would turn blue with relief.
The woman returns, holding an object nearly overflowing
from her hand. Eight tentacles dangle between her fingers and
down beside her palm. A bulbous body jiggles from her movement, but is not alive with its own energy. Despite that, the conscious thing lying inert on the table hates this new thing. Jealousy rises, and if it could, it would turn bright red and squeeze the
life out of this usurper. The one on the table saw these people
first. They belong to it.
Or do they?
Wasn’t there someone else, before these two?
Another shape emerges in the current, not physical, but the
shape of a feeling, the shape of a man not here. A memory.
It had a lover. A soulmate.
Where is he?
“Anything?” the woman says.
“This is like half of them,” the man says.
“It’s a third, maybe. Don’t exaggerate.”
“This is literally two of… okay, two of the last five.”
“Are you still waiting for this one?”
“I just want to try waiting again.”
“We’ve got to sell these things while we still can.”
“They’re not going to pass a law tomorrow.”
It can sense the tension between the two, like a disruption in
the current.
“You want to whip out your dick and see if that does it?” the
woman says.
“Okay! Fine. Forget it.”
The man scoops it off the table and carries it to a door in the
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back of the room. It likes being touched and held again. It tries
to touch back but can’t move. It feels like it has turned sickly
green, its tentacles quavering, frustrated at its own inability.
Why can’t it touch?
They go outside, where the new current of a bright sun
bears down, more violent than the current emanating from below the building. The man walks over to a colorful row of bins.
One is green, one blue, one yellow, all bright and clear, like the
simplest emotions. The man lifts the lid on a gray bin.
“Don’t have to be an asshole,” the man says. Then he tosses
it into the bin. It somersaults through the air, arms fanning out
like a hand waving goodbye. But inside it’s thinking, what are
you doing? Let me stay in your hand.
It bounces once against the metal bottom of the bin, enough
spring left in its limp form for a tired flip. There it settles, arms
splayed, alone. If it could, it would flash yellow and red, the colors matching its panic. The current emanating from the building
is fainter here, leaving the surroundings dim. The bin is mostly
empty, the surfaces flaking with rust and paint. It’s alone, with
no person near, no pulse of life to feel, just these walls, and one
other object, a lump right beside it. A lump with a set of eight
arms.
It lashes out on instinct, the instinct of jealousy and ownership. The man may be gone, its lover missing, but what if they
come back? What if they choose this pathetic interloper? So it
strikes out without considering that it can’t move.
An arm lifts, flops back down. The jolt of energy and sensation is incredible. Air rushes along its skin. The arm that moved
falls against another, rubbing together.
It tries moving again, and this time the arm lifts and wiggles
in the air. Then it tries all the arms, hoping to wiggle them all.
Only the one responds. That’s enough, for now.
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It draws up the one woken arm slowly, as if not wanting to
disturb its sleeping lover with any sudden movements. It pokes
the other one hard, jamming the point of the tentacle into its
body and leaving a dent. It waits for a reaction. The dent remains. So it pokes again, making a new dent, then pokes again,
deepening the old dent. Nothing. No movement, no reaction, no
life. All in the bin is still, except for it. And the other.
The gray skin of its waking arm shimmers for a second
before calming. The gray tone changes slightly, infused with a
sad blue-green hue. The color spreads to the rest of its body. It’s
waking up for real now. And the other is not. Such a failure to
respond means more than disinterest or feigning sleep. It doesn’t
have experience with this state of being, but it groks the meaning.
It raises the good arm again and touches the other one
gently, running its arm along the surface to smooth the dents
out. It pets the other until that short history of violence has been
erased, and the gray skin looks rested, at peace.

Hours pass, but only four arms wake up. The other four remain limp, no matter how many times it massages them with
the good arms. It remembers massage as important for making
skin come alive. Flesh can become warm and responsive with
the right touch. There are also times when the response doesn’t
come, when flesh is not in the mood, no matter what it tries.
The current is dim here, but the shape of other memories rise,
memories of shouting, of being pushed away.
Sometimes you have to know when to stop.
In one corner, the sunlight current cuts through an ugly
crack in the metal. The crack is long and thin, like the seam has
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split. It uses one arm to test a little bulge in the crack, then constricts its body to pour through. This is not the most restricted
cavity it has entered, though it may be the most unforgiving.
It exits the bin, back now in the current of the sun, tapping
into the current of the building, and another much nearer. A
long, seemingly endless street runs near the bins. Vehicles pass
on the street, also riding the current, pulling energy. Still, this
is not the right current. There is a slightly different taste to it,
like the differences between patches of skin, some being rougher
or softer or thinner. Or the closeness of veins underneath, or
the density of hair follicles. The current here is life-sustaining,
but not right. This is not the home current. One way down the
street, the current is too strong. The other feels more like home.

The going is difficult. If it were whole, it would stand on all
eight arms, the bottom lengths curved out and pressing against
the ground. Then it could move a couple arms at a time, steadily
walking forward. With only four arms, though, it can’t lift itself
at all. It can only drag itself, using traction with the ground to
pull its body and four arms. It pinches its mouth shut tight to
keep out the grit of the sidewalk.
Two blocks away and it encounters a little glass structure.
The open side of it faces the street. A big, rectangular vehicle
pulls up and stops. Two women hurry out. One is smaller, her
skin smoother, the warmth closer to the surface. The other
woman has more contours and lines, and all of her energy folds
back into her.
“Oh my God,” the woman says, drawing back.
“Wow,” the girl says. “Is that a tako?” She kneels down by it.
“Are you lost little guy?”
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The girl seems nice. It crawls towards her.
“I wouldn’t do that,” the woman says. “Some creep probably
left it here.”
The girl holds out a curled finger and brushes the back of
a knuckle against its side. An awkward way to touch. It could
teach her better ways.
“You know where that thing’s been?” the woman says.
“Looks to me like it’s been crawling on the street.”
“You’ll get gonorrhea.”
“They feel, and they can tell what we feel. That’s the whole
selling point of them. They can respond to how people feel.”
“They feel alright. Feel all over you.”
“They can’t help what they were designed to be.”
It can’t understand the words, per se, but it knows the girl
is being nice to it. So it decides to be nice back. It lifts one arm
and pets the back of her finger, where she seems to prefer to be
touched.
“Don’t,” the woman says.
“It’s harmless,” the girl says.
It wraps the arms around her finger, massaging the soft
spots between the knuckles. The girls seems to like it, so it lifts
another arm to wrap around the tip of her finger.
Then it guides her finger into its mouth.
The girl shrieks and begins shaking her hand. It loosens its
grip but does not fully let go, thinking that she just needs a moment to calm down, like when its soulmate breathes too quickly.
The girl shakes harder, lifting it off the ground.
What’s wrong with her? This is what’s supposed to happen.
This is what it’s meant to do.
It loses hold and falls, its sleeping side slapping into the concrete. The older woman cackles.
“That was priceless,” she says. “I can’t believe it.”
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“Shut up,” the girl says.
“You know what it thought your finger was? Oh my God.
That was hilarious.” The woman looks into the distance, an act
it has seen other people perform. They have a way of seeing
into another world, one visible only on their glasses or the false
lenses on their eyes. The woman looks into that other world and
begins laughing again.
“You didn’t record it, did you?” the girl says.
“Girl, I already shared it.”
The girl begins crying and begging, while the older woman
shakes her head and pretends not to hear. The tako crawls away
from them. How could that girl be so mean? Why act like she’s
nice, only to fight it off? The sense of rejection feedbacks into
the current, shaping more memories, this time of a locked closet,
of anger, of clothes torn and scattered. But that can’t be a memory of the soulmate. He would never fight it off and refuse it. No,
that must be some other memory carried on the current, intercepted from one of these horrible people on the street. It must
get away from the them, back home, to him.

The currents of the street and building all shift slowly in space,
rolling away as it continues on, dragging itself block after block,
turning where the current tastes familiar. The sun’s current
lowers as the other currents turn. This is when the man always
comes home, when all on the ground turns away from the sun.
And now it is doing the same, approaching a familiar row of
houses. No, not the first two. It passes those by. But the third... It
can feel the current inside, forming the familiar layout of living
room, kitchen, bedroom.
This is it, the home current, the first one it rode into being.
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It struggles with the steps. The surface is textured, but it fails
several times on each step, and by the time it reaches the top, its
good arms are wobbly. The door is shut, like always. He could
already be home. How to let him know it’s come back? It slaps
at the door with one arm, then with another. If only he knew it
was here. If only he stopped to feel it on the current, he would
know.
It’s so desperate to fight the door, so intent on what’s inside,
that it doesn’t notice the sidewalk behind it. His feet hit the
stairs, sending vibrations through the deck. Then it knows. He’s
back. They’re both home.
His feet stop moving.
“Oh, shit,” he says.
He sounds shocked, and it understands. They’ve been apart
so long.
He swoops in, scooping in up in his arms and hugging it
tight to his chest. This is home, close enough to feel his own
faint current. He looks over his shoulder, checking the street, his
body flushed with heat and heart thumping.
He quickly shuts and locks the door. Yes, privacy. That’s
what they need.
He takes it to the sink and turns the water on low. He gently
bathes it, washing the grime of the street away. The water is
almost as nice as his attention. If the current could take physical
form, it would be this: water falling over you and your lover.
“How the hell did you get here?” he says.
He shuts off the water and tries to blot it dry with a hand
towel. It tries to be patient. Being dry doesn’t matter. Becoming
dry is inevitable, and happens to all things. It knows that now.
He doesn’t have the same knowledge. He carries it to the
living room, and instead of lying down with it, whips a blanket
into a little nest on the coffee table, then sets it on the blanket.
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But he sits on the couch. It wriggles its four good arms in his direction. When he doesn’t respond, it starts pushing the blanket
down, creating a flatter surface that will be easier to navigate.
He does the same thing the woman at the bus station did:
he stares off into the current, trying to connect with other
people looking into the current. The current carries another
man’s voice, the man who woke it up earlier today. It can hear
his voice clearly, riding a current to its lover, which bounces to
other connected receivers in the room, including itself.
“Sammy’s Natural Robotics, how can I help you?” the man
says.
“So, last week, I sold my tako to you.”
“All sales are final. We don’t do returns.”
“I just want to know about it.”
“We already sold it. Don’t know a thing about it.”
“That’s not what I mean. It showed up on my doorstep. It’s
like only half of it seems to work.”
“Huh.”
“Did you... did it get away?”
“You said only half of it works?”
“That’s what it looks like.”
“What’s your name again?”
Its lover says his name.
“That’s right. I was going to call you. The one you gave us
was defective. We’re going to need our money back.”
“What? It was perfectly fine.”
“When it woke up, it was disabled and got away from us.”
“It was fine when I put it to sleep. You guys did something to
it.”
“We’ll need a refund on the sale.”
“And what sense does that make? It got away from you because it was disabled? It can barely move!”
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“If you don’t refund us, we’ll have to publicly rate you.”
“What actually happened? What did you do to it?”
“We’ll rate you and in the review we’ll say you sold us a defective tako.” Its soulmate is silent and unnaturally still, not even
breathing. “Are you still there?”
“Okay, do the refund. But you’re not getting the tako back.”
“It’s all yours.”
The other man’s voice disappears, the sound current calming to join the ambient current around them.
It finally gets free of the blanket and crawls to the edge of
the table. With all eight arms, it would not hesitate to lower off
the table and climb up the couch. Now, after struggling up the
stairs, it hesitates. Can it do this?
It doesn’t have to. Its soulmate finally sees what he has to
do. He carefully picks it up with both hands. He returns to the
couch, holding it against his stomach. “There you go.” It stretches the four arms out, just wide enough to grip his rib cage. His
arms are below, supporting it, but possibly also creating a barrier
above his lap. That’s okay. It doesn’t need to go down there.
Feeling him breath, feeling his heart beat, is enough.
Its soulmate continues looking into the lenses, though, until
another current begins to vibrate.
“Hello, this is Drew at the Tako Refuge,” a woman says.
Unlike the man, she sounds very kind and sweet, like she likes to
touch.
“Hi. I’ve got a tako I might want to bring in.”
“I understand. It’s not easy to care for takos. We appreciate
you calling us. One quick question: Are you the original legal
purchaser of the tako?”
“It’s mine. But I bought it over a year ago. I didn’t know.”
“You have nothing to be ashamed of. If you bought it that
long ago, there was no way you could know. No one knew that
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pleasure feedback could lead to sentience. What’s important is
that you now recognize that your tako is a living, feeling creature, and it deserves to be treated as such.”
The soulmate takes some time to answer, and only says.
“Okay.”
“Is your tako causing problems around the house?” she says.
“Has it become needy, or depressed?”
“Well, it was. It had gotten kind of bad. But then… Honestly,
I sold it to a tako shop. I sold it last week, and then somehow it
came back to my house.”
This time, she waits to respond. “They’ve been known to
escape, yes,” she says, her tone noticeably colder.
“And it’s also… injured. Like half of it doesn’t work.”
“They tried to reboot it. And it didn’t work. It had what we
might call a stroke. And it crawled back to you like that?”
“They said it would be a clean wipe.”
“They just want to make money, sir. They don’t care about
your tako.”
“I wouldn’t have sold it to them if I knew.” The last word
catches in his mouth, and it can feel his agitation curdling into
sadness. It begins to massage his ribcage. Don’t be sad.
The woman changes tone again. She sounds more like she
did at the start of the call. “You could keep it. It sounds like it
really cares about you.”
“I’m going to move in with my girlfriend soon.”
“When will that be? The reason I ask is, they don’t live long
after the failed reboot. Just a month or two. You could make its
last days happy ones.”
The man closes his eyes and lowers his head. “I can’t.”
“Okay. You go ahead and make the decision you have to
make. We’ll be open here for another hour, then in the morning.
We ask for a donation to help cover expenses.”
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“Thank you.”
It plucks at the buttons on his shirt as the current once again
calms around them. One pops opens before he pushes its arms
back down. So it starts messaging his ribs again. It needs to get
closer, to touch the skin of his torso. Then neither of them will
be sad.
He continues looking into his lenses, though, reconnecting
with the current. It pinches and pulls at his shirt. Be done with
the lenses. Be here now.
Another woman’s voice, bright and cheery. “Hi hon, what’s
up?” She sounds caring enough, like the last woman, but for
some reason it doesn’t like her.
“I just want you to know I’ll be a little late coming over. I
have to run some errands first.”
“Oh. Anything important?”
It knows this voice. It’s heard this woman many times before, either like this, through the current, or… Or when locked
in another room. It turns black and red, grips him tighter.
“Naw, just stuff I have to do for… hoops I have to jump
through for breaking my lease. Paperwork.”
“Okay.” She sounds wary. “Will it take long?”
“No, I don’t think so. Tell Kory and Pattie I’ll get there soon.”
“No problem. See you soon.”
He blinks rapidly, then looks down at it. He pets its side,
and its colors shimmer where he touches. Finally, he is present.
Finally, he has left the distant current and can see their current,
the one between the two of them, the one they created. The one
it came back for. It may draw life from that other current, but
this is the one it lives for.
It pulls again at his shirt, so he lifts it higher, hugging it to
his sternum. He takes a deep breath, then lets out a long, tired
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sigh. It expands too, glowing pink and blue, holding on for as
long as it can.
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Lilith 19:1-26
See now, I have two daughters who have not known a man;
Please, let me bring them out to you, and you may do to them
as you wish.
Gen. 19:8 NKJV
Have you heard the Word? He gave up his daughters
before they were even born, cast them out as commodities
to be consumed by the masses. The men preach: kneel
before the Father, swallow the cross without choking,
you shall be rewarded for your obedience. The women weep
uncontrollably; inconsolably they sob without solace. Succor
is only allowed to taste sweet if it arises knelt before the feet
of men. The women’s hands and hair and hearts are left gritty
with the constant washing. Their fingers prune while the men’s feet
become clean and supple piglets. That’s how incubi operate—
I know. Shoulders hunch, backs bend, hands whither, teeth clench
as the women prepare to be entered by the city, no less.
There is an old tradition of daughters being cast out by their fathers,
mothers turning salty, fire and brimstone, and all that bullshit.
All mental gymnastics just to emerge from the cave inebriated,
remain cash cows leaking milk into the mouths of already satiated nations.
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When women die, their shrugged shoulders split wide open and cough
up feathers. Before they ascend, they spit their shattered bones at the feet of men—
bits of bloody muscle cling tender to the fragments of scapula
and clavicle that rain down with the fury of a thousand plagues—
they point their creased fingers in damnation of nations. Women,
I’m here to tell you: Do not wait for ascension. Your body is not
a wafer, your blood is not theirs to damn or desire. Drink and eat
of your sisters. Let the men die of starvation—bellies swollen
with hunger. When you look back over your winged shoulder
with this Truth, all of the men—including their God—will go blind.
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OBJECTS IN MIRROR ARE CLOSER THAN
THEY APPEAR
My raggedy ass Pontiac’s whitewall tires kicked
up dirt devils into the open windows; dry dirt combined
with the wet heat made mud in my mouth. On my skin:
rivers of perspiration ended at the small pond forming
in my cubital fossa; ruddy dirt spackled my freckles blurring
the constellations of my skin—Momma called them angel kisses.
My hair laid heavy with humidity
like Spanish moss hanging in the cypress lining the bayou.
We didn’t reframe the house after Katrina;
Momma stopped making biscuits for breakfast,
Daddy didn’t return from that shrimp boat
or the bottle, and Jesus abandoned me
deep down in the dark baptismal waters
of that dirt road church whose pews ran dry
when those waters gave out during that goddamn
hurricane.
Driving away from that gumbo-mud
parish, rearview mirror obscured
by every stitch of clothing I didn’t have
on my back, the side mirrors seized
a still frame—for memories. Houses, catapulted
into the air above the rising swamp waters,
bent their stilts at the knees. The weight
of the air was in their bones. Their eves hung low—
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ready to hike their skirts above their pilings
and follow me down that red dirt road. Terrebonne
means “good earth.” There sure ain’t a lot of that left.
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Poses
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website, emilyblairpoet.com.
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Mike Corrao is the author of Man, Oh Man (Orson’s Publishing)
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Review. He lives in Minneapolis. Learn more at
www.mikecorrao.com.
Marisa Crane is a lesbian writer whose work has appeared in
Hobart, Jellyfish Review, Pithead Chapel, Pidgeonholes, Gone Lawn,
Ghost Parachute, Crab Fat Magazine, and elsewhere. She is the
author of the poetry chapbook, Our Debatable Bodies (Animal
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personal narratives related to thoughts about fate, destiny, and
the meaning of dreams. J.E. also has an exciting career as an
elementary art teacher of nearly one thousand children a week in
three small towns of central Pennsylvania. Crum believes in the
power art possesses to make others happy. See more artworks
created by J.E. Crum on her website if interested:
www.zhibit.org/jecrum.
Annalee Eagerton is an aspiring poet located in Kennesaw,
Georgia. They pursue a Bachelor of Arts in English, as well as a
minor in Film Studies, at Kennesaw State University, beginning
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American literature and poetry. In addition to publishing their
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Monica Marquez Gatica is an artist, a woman, an immigrant
creative. Born in Jerez, Spain, and living in Aurora, Colorado,
she is a fine art oil painter who is internally drawn to peaceful
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Erin Grauel is a graduate of the nonfiction program of The
Creative Writing Workshop at the University of New Orleans.
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Waccamaw Journal, and Superstition Review, among others. For
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conceivable. Currently, she resides in New Orleans and works
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